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L’Oréal’s ModiFace brings  
AI-powered virtual makeup try-ons to Amazon   

Clichy, 4 June 2019 – ModiFace, the international leader in augmented reality and artificial 
intelligence for the beauty industry, which was acquired by L’Oréal in 2018, has announced that it will 
provide its AI-powered technology to enable the first virtual try-ons for cosmetics on Amazon. With this 
innovation, Amazon customers will be able to use the front-facing camera on their mobile phone to 
digitally try on different shades of lipstick in a live video of themselves or on a selfie.  

The uniqueness of the ModiFace technology—which is run on Amazon Web Services—lies in its 
photo-realistic results and automatic, AI-enabled shade calibration. ModiFace’s proprietary technology 
allows retailers to seamlessly incorporate virtual try-on experiences for an unlimited amount of 
products. The AR simulation of each shade is done automatically, based on AI-powered analysis of 
information provided by makeup brands, but also images and descriptions of the product available on 
social media. The technology is able to analyze textual and visual information related to a particular 
makeup shade and to realistically reproduce it via Augmented Reality. 

Parham Aarabi, CEO of ModiFace, said: “We are delighted to team up with Amazon to provide its 
customers an Augmented Reality makeup try-on that offers highly realistic results and makes online 
shopping even more comfortable. Thanks to a precise color rendering, enabled by our unique AI-
powered technology, shoppers can easily try-on thousands of lipsticks available on Amazon and 
purchase the shades that fit them best.” 
 
“We are excited to team up with ModiFace to make shopping for cosmetics online even easier by 
offering customers the ability to virtually try-on before they buy,” said Nicolas Le Bourgeois, head  of 
Amazon Beauty. “With this new AI-powered virtual experience, Amazon customers can now 
conveniently try-on thousands of lipstick products, save photos on their devices to share with friends 
and ultimately purchase with greater confidence –wherever they are, whenever they want, with 
products delivered right to their doorstep. This launch is another important milestone in our vision to 
be the best possible place for customers to discover and buy beauty products online.” 
  
ModiFace rolled out the technology on Amazon mid 2019 for customers in the US and Japan.  
  
About L’Oréal 
L’Oréal has devoted itself to beauty for over 100 years. With its unique international portfolio of 36 
diverse and complementary brands, the Group generated sales amounting to 26.9 billion euros in 
2018 and employs 86,000 people worldwide. As the world’s leading beauty company, L’Oréal is 
present across all distribution networks: mass market, department stores, pharmacies and drugstores, 
hair salons, travel retail, branded retail and e-commerce. 
Research and innovation, and a dedicated research team of 3,993 people, are at the core of L’Oréal’s 
strategy, working to meet beauty aspirations all over the world. L’Oréal’s sustainability commitment for 
2020 “Sharing Beauty With All” sets out ambitious sustainable development objectives across the 
Group’s value chain.  
For more information: http://mediaroom.loreal.com/en/ 
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For further information, please contact your bank, stockbroker or f inancial  insti tution (I.S.I.N. code: FR0000120321), and co nsult your usual 

newspapers or magazines or  the Internet si te for shareholders and investors,  www.loreal-f inance.com ,the L’Oréal Finance app or cal l  the toll -
free number from France: 0.800.66.66.66.  
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